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Quote of the Month: “There was lightning, but nothing serious. The next moment, a massive clap of
thunder boomed, and my wife and I jumped in fright.” Source: The African Flash, Vol. 2019-1.
1. Members Present: Clark, Yarnell and Langford. Meeting began at 12:00 PM and ended at 1:15
PM. Clark moderated.
2. The LDC is accepting donations, either as cash or check. If you donate via check, please make
your check payable to Steve Clark at 755 S. Clinton Street, #2A; Denver, CO 80247. He will
cash the check and keep the cash holdings specifically for the LDC. When the LDC incurs
expenses, Steve will pay for services rendered through his bank account using the cash from
LDC’s cash holdings. A log will be maintained detailing the inflow and outflow of monies. At
the present, the LDC has $90.00, enough to pay for website hosting for the first half of 2019.
3. The LDC will participate in the EMS Safety Summit on March 28, 2019 from 10:30 AM to
11:30 AM In the Crystal Ballroom at the Embassy Suites, located at 1420 Stout Street in
downtown Denver, Colorado. Featured speakers will be Steve Clark, Sheryl Olson, Carl
Swanson and Barb Stemple. The event is free to attend and is open to the public.
4. After a lengthly career of almost 42 years, Jim Jensenius, lightning safety expert, retired from his
position with the National Weather Service last month. His work in logging lightning strike data
on people will not quit. He plans to volunteer his time to the National Lightning Safety Council.
5. Dr. Phil Yarnell presented a case of a man who was told it was safe to work when he was
shocked while using a tape measure. He was electrocuted and knocked five feet away. The
shock entered his body through his left palm and exited through his right foot. There were burns
on his left hand and fingers and to his right foot. He was treated in the hospital and during his
stay, there were episodes of anxiety. Subsequently, he had pain in his right foot and has
undergone some physical therapy. Six months after being shocked, he was restricted to desk
work. He reported bouts of severe anxiety and depression. There was direct damage to the
nerves, with the small nerves being most affected. Electricity caused his muscles to contract.
Three years later, he reported having difficulty with sleep, loss of strength in his left hand, pain
in his right foot, body aches and chronic pain. He says the weather affects him. PTSD
symptoms were present along with decreased stamina. He has depression due to isolation from
his social environment. He is unable to work. He was diagnosed with neuropathy with pain and
nerve damage. He may have reflex sympathetic dystrophy.

6. We spoke to a survivor who told us of a lightning strike while she was seated with her family
inside a screenhouse, which is basically a fully enclosed patio with screening that is detached
from the house. Two people were hit by the lightning in the screenhouse – the survivor and her
brother-in-law. Prior to the strike, there had been no rain, lightning or thunder. About 10
minutes before the strike, the survivor told her husband to get out of the pool, thanks to an alert
on the Internet advising of an approaching storm. When the strike hit, she was seated in a chair
and was thrown from it. When she landed, her right arm was smoking and her brother-in-law
was slumped over. Trees in the backyard were smoking and the leaves were on fire. The first
sensation she recalled upon landing was that her insides were cooking. Her body felt like it was
on fire. A beer mug that she had been holding shattered into very little pieces, with no big
fragments. Right after the lightning, heavy rain began to fall. Her husband reported seeing a
bluish pink purple light that blew some flowers out of a wheelbarrow that was outside of the
screenhouse. He described the light as being almost like a vapor. A wind chime was destroyed.
Her brother-in-law’s leg had a “mountain tire track” pattern on it for approximately one week
after the strike. The survivor thinks he was taking medications for chronic pain six months after
the strike. His present condition is not known.
The husband counted 13 more strikes in the area 30 minutes after the strike. People who live in
the area said later that day other people were hit, with a few of them dying. The survivor said
there were media reports of lightning in the area.
Within 30 minutes of the strike, she was driven to the hospital by a family member. While she
was in the hospital, she turned down having morphine because she wanted to be aware of what
was happening and to be able to respond to questions from hospital staff. She was admitted and
stayed for 2 days, then was discharged at her request. She tried to shrug off the event and live a
normal life, but within a year, her condition had begun to change. Her complaints and symptoms
are as follows:
-

-

-

-

She doesn’t like to look at the tree that was hit. When she sees it, she says she feels it
(the current?) in her.
Every muscle hurts in her body with deep pain. She has “pain fog”, where she almost
constantly thinks about her pain. Her pain does not recede to where she doesn’t feel it;
but it does vary in intensity, with good days and bad days. She has daily back spasms,
muscle tremors, headaches, chronic fatigue and twitching.
She has trouble sleeping for any amount of time. If she gets two hours of sleep, she
considers that to be good, although she knows it is not a deep sleep. She said part of the
problem in sleeping is her brain tells her there is pain and she is unable to turn that off so
she can rest.
She has a sense of static. She touched a paper bag and there was a spark and a loud pop,
even though there is not any carpeting in the house. She has had several instances of this
happening which others have witnessed.
She cannot work due to soreness in her arms, along with constant fatigue, headaches,
chronic pain everywhere and PTSD. She says every day there seems to be something
new that happens.

She is presently seeking homeopathic or holistic health solutions. So far, she has tried vitamin
tea, acupuncture, fish oil and medical marijuana. While these minutes were being written, she
tried taking diabetic pain medication. The medication caused massive dizziness and nausea. Her
everyday headache turned into excruciating neck pain.
During the talk, we examined some photographs she sent to us prior to our meeting.
The photo below shows two dark spots on her arm. Those spots are where she was smoking
from after the strike. We asked if she had seen any ferning patterns on her arm and she did not.

The photo below shows the screenhouse from the rear. The wheelbarrow was positioned right
about where the photographer was standing. She was seated in the chair next to the blue chair
which is farthest from the screen door and directly beneath the beam with the little Chinese
lantern on it.

The photo below shows a wooden beam that was burned by the strike. The clear circular area
within the burned area is actually a slight depression in the beam where some of the wood had
been blown away. She was seated in a chair beneath the burn area when the lightning hit.

7. The LDC website is now searchable. From the LDC homepage, click on the small magnifying
glass icon on the right side. A search window will open. Type in your search terms and press
enter. If no match is found, the website will say so. If a match is found, you can scroll down to
see it. Click on the thumbnail. On the next page, there will be another link in blue that you’ll
need to click on to get to the item.
8. LDC welcomes your medical questions. Please send them via e-mail to Steve Clark at
sclarktoto@gmail.com. Your medical questions will be forwarded to Dr. Phil Yarnell for his
review and will usually be taken up for discussion in the next month’s meeting. Please be
advised any questions posed are for the general consideration by the group and do not constitute
a formal medical opinion. If a formal evaluation is requested, arrangements can be made directly
with Dr. Yarnell. If you have a medical emergency, please call 911 or your local emergency
services provider.
9. Questions, comments, notification of errors, and critiques of these minutes are welcome. Please
forward those to Steve Clark at: sclarktoto@gmail.com. Please keep your communications
professional and respectful. Communications will be forwarded to the appropriate author(s) of
the minutes and addressed accordingly.
10. LDC Disclaimer: These minutes do not represent official positions of the LDC or its members.
They simply reflect the comments made at the meeting. Furthermore, the LDC does not
implicitly or explicitly recommend or endorse any product or service. Any product or service
presented in these minutes is done so for purposes of discussion and analysis. The merit (or lack
thereof) is open for the consideration and review by the entire membership.
11. Next meeting: Friday, March 8, 2019, from 11:45 AM to 1:00 PM at St. Anthony Hospital West.
Room: Conference Rooms E & F. Meeting Format: TBA.
Respectfully Submitted,
Steven E. Clark, Consulting Meteorologist

Lightning Links
This is a monthly listing of periodicals, websites, and videos about lightning and allied areas from a
variety of sources. A headline or description is listed, followed by the link. Please note that some of the
links are perishable, which means you’ll need to go to the source for the information.

Staletovich, J. 2018. Hey, Florida, Lightning Strike Capital of the U.S. … Say Goodbye to Dr.
Lightning. Miami Herald. February 7, 2019.
Link: https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/environment/article225578630.html

